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This article covers worldwide diplomacy and, more generally, the international relations of the major powers from to The
international relations of minor countries are covered in their own history It was a largely peaceful century, with no wars
between the great powers, apart from the â€“ interval, and.

Advertisement Britain entered the war to prevent German hegemony in Europe. The civilian population was
riveted by a sensationalistic trial in which the wife of the former radical Prime Minister Joseph Caillaux was
accused of shooting the editor of Le Figaro, who had published the love letters exchanged by herself and her
husband. This, in turn, provided a necessary condition for the German policy of brinkmanship in July , which
ultimately made war inevitable. Pasic knew that this meant war, and the Serbian army began to mobilize even
before the reply was complete. However, when the Serbian ambassador passed on the warning, he appears to
have been too discreet. Treaties including the most-favored-nation clause were signed with a growing number
of countries. In some cases this was purely cynical colonial propaganda, but this concept also served as a
powerful ideological framework to proclaim not only European technical and military superiority, but also
cultural superiority. They also felt that Russia would likely stay out of a war for fear of a repeat of and that it
could not risk another revolution. For example, in , Prussia and supporting north German States defeated
Austria and its southern German allies, but France was angry that it did not get any compensation to balance
off the Prussian gains. He brought Britain into the center of Continental diplomacy on critical issues, such as
the local wars in Greece, Portugal and Belgium. But soon after, it went into full-on mobilization â€” an act
that most certainly caught the attention of its arch-rival, Germany. Consequently, the nationalist press initiated
a public outcry in favor of annexing West Morocco. None of the plotters was older than so none of them were
old enough to remember the Ottoman regime. During several of the eventual participants talked about
murdering General Oskar Potiorek, the provincial Governor or even Emperor Franz Joseph. Another key
component of the naval race was the rise of broader cults and folkloric appropriations of the navy, promoted
by but not limited to the British and German navy leagues. Colonies were regarded as necessary because they
offered access to raw materials and could serve as outlets for domestic industries, arguments that were used
especially in times of economic crises. Instead it became the spark for a war whose consequences the entire
world is still feeling. Pasha figured that the spoils of war would be a good way to avoid the imminent
disintegration of the Ottoman Empire â€” a rather short-sighted and risky strategy as it turned out. The
Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle ended the military occupation of France and adjusted downward the million
francs the French were obligated to pay as reparations. It also forced the British government to reduce colonial
rivalries elsewhere, for example by settling differences with France. It is unlikely that the Black Hand officers
were acting on behalf of the government, because the military and the Radical Party in fact were engaged in a
bitter competition to control the state. By the time he heard what had really happened, the cars had driven past
him. Imperialism was responsible for reforming the European alliances. Otherwise it avoided international
entanglements as the slavery issue became more and more divisive. Who was involved within Serbia, and
why? If the Germans had managed to win a war in the west in six weeks these factors would not likely have
mattered much. Comparable problems appeared repeatedly in the decade before  After oil became the
favoured fuel and did not require frequent refueling. Since the late s German banks, especially the Deutsche
Bank, had been active in Turkish affairs and in financing several Turkish railway enterprises. Gavrilo Princip
was last. This in turn allowed one crisis to spiral out of control and spark off a war that killed millions. He was
Emperor Franz Joseph's nephew, and became the heir when Franz Joseph's son killed himself in his sisters
could not take the throne. Likewise, several strong anti-British propaganda campaigns created popular support
for the freedom-fight of the Boers among the German public, using anti-British propaganda and comparing the
struggle to that between David and Goliath.


